COLOR MEMORY ZINE

Make a Color Memory Zine for a loved one!
For this Mother’s Day, let a special person know that you’re thinking about them by sending a rainbow of memories their way. This Color Memory Zine is also the perfect sentiment to send by mail to your loved one.

Here’s how to fold the zine!
1. Print the zine template on letter size (8.5 x 11 inches) paper
2. Create creases by folding the dotted lines so that the printed side is on the outside. Reopen folds.
3. Create more creases by folding the dashed line so that the printed side is on the inside. Reopen folds.
4. Cut the solid line (fold the paper in half so that you can cut from the middle of the page)
5. Now you can fold your paper into a zine!

Time to draw!
Reflect on the moments you've spent with your loved one, like an activity that you did together, an inside joke, a meal you shared, music/shows that you both enjoy - really anything that reminds you of them!
These memories can be associated with different colors. Do any of your memories remind you of a color? Below are examples and prompts for emotions associated with color to help you think of some memories.

RED
love
passion
coeurage
luck

ORANGE
joy
enthusiasm
creativity
encouragement

YELLOW
cheerfulness
energy
warmth

GREEN
close to nature
growth
harmony
prosperous

BLUE
peace
healing
trust

PURPLE
ambition
wisdom
creativity
mystery
magic

For each page of your zine, draw or write about one of those memories inspired by each color. Think about a time you shared a loving moment, when they encouraged you, gave you warmth, helped you grow and heal, or inspired your creativity?

Zine Template by Loren Yeung
This zine activity is inspired by Yeung’s pieces in the Red Envelope Show at the Chinese American Museum. Yeung is an artist currently based in Brooklyn, New York. She was born in Toronto, Canada to Chinese immigrant parents. Her pieces in the show depict memories prompted by the color red. A childhood memory in red she has with her mom is of picking fallen red maple leaves in autumn.

For more activities, visit camla.org and follow us on social media
Instagram: @camlaorg
Facebook: @ChineseAmericanMuseum
Sending you a rainbow of memories!
I made this zine thinking of you and some of our colorful memories!
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